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Reactive dynamics for Zn „

3P…1H2/D2/HD˜ZnH/ZnD1H/D: Rotational
populations in ZnH/ZnD products

Michael R. Salazar and Jack Simonsa)

Henry Eyring Center for Theoretical Chemistry, Chemistry Department, University of Utah, Salt Lake City,
Utah 84112

~Received 3 June 1998; accepted 29 September 1998!

Using ab initio multiconfigurational potential-energy surfaces pertinent to the reaction Zn(3P)
1H2→ZnH~2(!1H and local surface tessellation and interpolation methods developed earlier, we
carried out classical trajectory simulations of the title reactions, running large ensembles of
trajectories with initial conditions representative of full-collision experiments. Then, using binning
techniques, the ZnH/ZnD vibrational and rotational populations have been extracted. Our simulation
results duplicate certain unexpected findings noted in experiments of Breckenridge and Wang
@Chem. Phys. Lett.123, 17 ~1986!; J. Chem. Phys.87, 2630~1987!#. Specifically, it is observed that
the rotational profiles found for ZnH produced from H2 or from HD are nearly identical, as are the
ZnD populations obtained in reactions with D2 or HD. By interrogating the progress of reactive
trajectories, we have been able to identify the origin of~much of! the rotational angular momentum
in the ZnH/ZnD products, which then allows us to put forth a physical model which, we believe,
explains the unexpected ZnH/ZnD isotope effects in the product rotational profiles. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!02701-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. The experimental findings and the unexpected
isotope effects

In the full-collision, gas-phase reactions of Z
(4s4p,3PJ) atoms with hydrogen molecules:

Zn~3P!1H2→ZnH~2S!1H, ~1!

Zn~3P!1HD→ZnH~2S!1D, ~2!

Zn~3P!1HD→ZnD~2S!1H, ~3!

Zn~3P!1D2→ZnD~2S!1D, ~4!

which are electronically~i.e., ignoring vibrational zero-poin
energies! exothermic by;0.25 eV, Breckenridgeet al. no-
ticed that, within the error of the experiment, reactions~1!
and~2! produced nearly identical ZnH product rotational a
vibrational distributions.1,2 For example, as shown in Fig
1~a!, the ZnH rotational populations obtained in reaction~1!
are very close to the ZnH populations realized in react
~2!. Thev50 andv51 vibrational population ratios are als
nearly the same in the two reactions. Analogous results w
also observed in the ZnD product’s rotational and vibratio
distributions for reactions~3! and ~4!, which are shown in
Fig. 1~b!. Moreover, in reactions of others1p1 atoms:
Mg(3s3p,1P1) ,3 Cd(5s5p,3P1),4 and~in the v50 product
of! Hg(6s6p,3P1) ~Ref. 5! with the hydrogen isotopes, sim
lar results have also been observed. These findings are u
pected because the energy release in reactions~1! and~2! are
not identical~due to significant zero-point energies! nor are
they the same for reactions~3! and ~4!. Moreover, there
seems to be no~or little! dependence on the mass of t

a!Electronic mail: simons@chemistry.utah.edu
2290021-9606/99/110(1)/229/12/$15.00
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exiting atom~i.e., D would be expected to carry away diffe
ent energy and momentum than H!. The question to be ad
dressed iswhy these patterns in rotational profiles occur.

In subsequent attempts to understand the origin of
rotational and vibrational population trends, and after cons
ering the nature and symmetries of the frontier orbita
Breckenridgeet al. suggested that these reactions proce
via an insertion mechanism through a transition state w
metal-to-H bond lengths near the diatomic equilibriu
values.1–3 The dominance ofv50 over v51 andv52 vi-
brational levels in the product molecules suggested the n
equilibrium metal-to-H distance at the transition state.
examine the role of exit-channel and energy surface cu
ture in determining the rotational populations of the pro
ucts, the Breckenridge group6 created model potentials an
ran selected half-collision characteristic classical trajector
They were able to show that if the exit-channel potenti
energy surface~i.e., the surface connecting the postulat
near-C2v inserted transition state to the H1metal hydride
product! had avery specific angular anisotropy, then nearly
identical rotational distributions could be obtained for rea
tions ~1! and ~2! and for reactions~3! and ~4!, but they sug-
gested that more sophisticated dynamical studies onab initio
surfaces should be conducted.

Although these earlier model studies suggested one
sible origin for the unusual isotope effect in the product
tational populations, one is left not knowing whether anis
ropy in the exit-channel surface is the dominant source of
rotational population anomaly. For this reason, we ear
undertook7 an ab initio investigation into the form of the
reactive energy surface for the Zn*1H2⇒ZnH1H reaction.
The results of our determination of the surface characteris
as well as some suggestions about the fate of reactive tra
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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tories on that surface are detailed in Ref. 7. In the pres
work, we extend these studies to examine in detail la
swarms of classical trajectories in an attempt to simulate
product rotational populations and thus, by interrogating
active trajectories, to determine the origin of the unexpec
ZnD/ZnH rotational populations.

B. Our earlier study of the energy surface for Zn „

3P…

1H2 /D2 /HD

For the Zn* reaction, we earlier identified,7 using ab
initio methods and reaction path following techniques,
reaction pathway that leads from Zn*1H2 reactants, through
an insertive near-C2v transition state and onward to groun
state ZnH(X2S)1H products. We also calculated and fi
using local tessellation methods,8 the ab initio potential-
energy surface7 ~PES! for this reaction. In that earlier inves
tigation, the3B2 entrance-channel PES, in which the Zn 4p
orbital is parallel to the H–H bond axis, was proposed to
the reactive component of the3P Zn1H2 surfaces. The3A1

and3B1 components are not reactive because they direct
Zn 4p orbital toward and perpendicular to the H–H bo
axis, respectively. The former gives rise to a repulsive s
face and the latter produces a surface that correlates t
excited~2.9 eV higher! 2P state of ZnH rather than to the2S
ground state. Finally, in Ref. 7 it was suggested that fl
initially on the 3B2 surface undergoes second-order Jah
Teller coupling with a higher-lying3A1 state in which the
asymmetric distortion mode ofb2 symmetry is involved,

FIG. 1. ~a! Product vibrational and rotational populations for ZnH produc
from H2 ~open! and from HD~filled!. ~b! Product vibrational and rotationa
populations for ZnD produced from D2 ~open! and from HD~filled!.
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thereby distorting away fromC2v symmetry and proceeding
onward to ground-state products on the3A8 exit-channel
PES. The geometries on the PES where this instability
curs defines the transition state connecting the entrance
exit channels. The atomic orbital basis sets, the results
calibrating our computed energies against known experim
tal data, and other methodological details are given in Re

C. The present work’s approach to the isotope effect
issue

Given knowledge of the reactiveab initio PES at;1400
different geometries on the entrance channel~i.e., for geom-
etries connecting Zn*1H2 to the inserted region! and at
;6300 geometries on the exit channel~i.e., from the inserted
region to ZnH1H), and using the local energy tessellatio
and interpolation methodology developed by Salazar
Bell8 and reviewed briefly below, it has been possible
carry out a full three-dimensional~3D! trajectory simulation
of reactions~1!–~4!. Specifically, by employing initial con-
ditions reflective of the experimental conditions, we ha
followed many~;60 000 for each reaction! classical trajec-
tories and determined, via binning techniques, final rotatio
and vibrational populations of the ZnH and ZnD produc
By following the courses of many such trajectories, we b
lieve we have identified the primary sources of the produc
rotational angular momentum and that we now have an
derstanding of the unusual ZnD/ZnH results observed in
experiments discussed above.

The outline of the remainder of this paper is as follow
Sec. II provides a brief overview of the PES tessellation a
interpolation methodology employed for our simulations
reactions~1!–~4!. Section III defines the coordinates used
the entrance- and exit-channel dynamics, describes
potential-energy surfaces in both regions, how the entra
and exit channels are connected at the seam where sec
order Jahn–Teller coupling between the3B2 and 3A1 sur-
faces is strongest. Section IV describes the initial conditio
representative of the experiment performed by Breckenri
et al. Contained in Sec. V is a sample trajectory that w
found to be representative of the vast majority of react
trajectories, our simulated rotational population data, and
analysis of the results of these simulations, including o
explanation of the novel ZnD/ZnH rotational population
Concluding the paper is Sec. VI.

II. REVIEW OF SURFACE TESSELLATION AND
INTERPOLATION METHODS

The tessellation and interpolation methodology dev
oped in Ref. 8 has been used to generate a local piece
description of the3B2 PES in a form especially useful fo
classical trajectory propagations because the forces, c
puted as gradients of the PES, are continuous within e
local region and across neighboring regions. There are th
ingredients to this scheme: tessellation of the coordin
space used to describe the reacting species, interpolatio
the energy~and its derivatives! within and across local tes
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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sellated regions, and approximation of energy gradient
the points where energies are known but analytical gradi
are not available.

A. Tessellation of the energy surface

In the present study, we describe the entrance and
channels in terms of two Jacobi coordinates, the domain
which we divide into simplices, and a third Jacobi coordin
whose influence on the PES we represent in analytical fo
In two dimensions~2D! the simplices are triangles. Becau
a given 2D domain will admit to many different triangula
tions, an optimum triangulation8 is used which attempts to
minimize the number of triangles with one very small inte
nal angle because such regions cover little area. One co
nient method of facilitating this, as put forth in Ref. 8, in
volves tessellating with barycentric coordinates a
employing a so-called sphere test9 to distinguish between
competing triangulations. The barycentric coordinates (bi)
of a pointx4 , y4 within a 2D domain are computed by solv
ing the following set of linear equations:

F 1
x1

y1

1
x2

y2

1
x3

y3

GF b1

b2

b3

G5F 1
x4

y4

G , ~5!

where thexi ’s andyi ’s ( i 51,2,3) are thex andy coordinates
of the three vertices of the triangle that make up the dom
of the 2D surface. In the present study, the entrance-cha
surface was divided into;2600 triangles and each ‘‘slice’
of the exit-channel surface~see Sec. III B for details! was
divided into;1300 triangles.

B. Interpolation of the energy within and across
regions

Given the tessellated domain of the PES~i.e., a set of
vertex or node points$xi ,yi% as well as knowledge abou
which triangles these points lie on!, along with the energies
$Ei% and gradients$gi% at the nodes of this tessellated PE
one may interpolate the energy and gradients anywh
within the domain. This energy and gradient interpolati
used in the present work is the Clough–Tocher interpo
~CT! examined in detail in Ref. 8. The CT interpolant10 ex-
presses the energyE at a pointP5x,y within any particular
triangle in terms of the barycentric coordinates$bi% of that
point determined as described above.

E~P!5 (
i 1 j 1k1 l 53

3!

i ! j !k! l !
ci jkl b1

i b2
j b3

kb4
l .

The particular choice of the coefficients$ci , j ,k,l% given in
Ref. 8 that defines the CT interpolant insures the continu
of the energy and its gradients within any triangle and acr
the boundaries of neighboring triangles and, therefore, t
energy and momentum will be conserved when such an
terpolant is employed.
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C. Node gradient approximation if analytical
gradients are not available

Since solving the equations for the$ci , j ,k,l% coefficients
of the CT interpolant necessitates knowing the energiesand
gradientsat each triangle node, and because it is quite p
sible that one will not have access to theab initio gradients
at all such points, a method for generating approximate g
dients at the nodes is needed. The hyperbolic multiqua
method~MUL ! has proved to be particularly useful8 in this
endeavor. The 2D MUL11 approximates the energyEj at a
point xj ,yj as

Ej~xj ,yj !5(
i 51

K

ciAdji
2 ~xj ,i ,yj ,i !1r , ~6!

where

dji
2 ~xj ,i ,yj ,i !5~xj2xi !

21~yj2yi !
2,

is the square of the distance from the point (xj ,yj ) where the
energy is needed to the point (xi ,yi) where the energy is
known andr is a ‘‘range parameter’’ that controls the dis
tance over which data influences the approximation~see Ref.
8 for further discussion!. The coefficients$ci% are deter-
mined by using Eq.~6! at theK nearest-node points$xk ,yk%
where the energiesEk are known and solving theK3K set
of linear equations:

F Ad11
2 1r
•

Adk1
2 1r

•

•

•

Ad1k
2 1r
•

Adkk
2 1r

G F c1

•

ck

G5FE1

•

Ek

G .

The resultant$ck% coefficients are then used, by differentia
ing Eq.~6! to obtain expressions for the desired gradients
evaluate]E/]x and ]E/]y at the node point (x1 ,y1), thus
obtaining the needed gradient values.

III. THE REACTIVE 3B 2 POTENTIAL-ENERGY
SURFACE

A. Coordinates used in the entrance and exit
channels

We have chosen to use the conventional Jacobi coo
nates for both the entrance- and exit-channel componen
our study. These coordinates on the entrance channel ar
H –H8 distancer, the Zn to center of mass ofH –H8 dis-
tanceR, and the angleu between ther andR vectors. On the
exit channel, they aret the Zn–H8 distance,r the H to
center of mass of Zn–H8 distance, andf the angle between
t andr. The anglesa andb give the polar coordinates ofR
andr , respectively, andD andg give the polar coordinates o
t and r, respectively. Finally, the intervector angles, whi
the potential depends on, are related to the laboratory-fi
polar coordinate angles byu5a1b andf5D1g.

The time evolution of the angle coordinatesa andb ~or
D andg! are not independent since thez component~i.e., the
out-of-plane component! of the angular momentum,

Lz5m̃R2ȧ2mr 2ḃ5Pa2Pb ,

is a conserved quantity. Hence, it is possible to express
dynamics, for example, on the entrance channel, in term
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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a Hamiltonian~m is the H2, D2, or HD reduced mass andm̃
is the reduced mass of Zn relative to the diatomic!:

H5pR
2/2m̃1pr

2/2m1~Lz2Pb!2/2m̃R21Pb
2/2mr 21V,

that determines the time evolution of four coordinates~R, r,
a, andb! and three momenta (PR , Pr , andPb). Of course,
a similar restriction to four coordinates and three mome
can be achieved for exit-channel dynamics.

In our simulations, we propagated trajectories in Car
sian coordinates~we verified energy and angular momentu
conservation! although we expressed the tessellated ene
surfaces in terms of the above Jacobi coordinates. In par
lar, we tessellated the entrance-channelR and r coordinate
space and the exit-channelr andf coordinate space. Theu
~entrance! and t ~exit! dependences of the potential we
described by the analytical forms described in the Sec. II

B. The entrance- and exit-channel potentials

1. Entrance channel—Its intrinsic reaction coordinate
and the seam connecting to the exit channel

Theab initio PES employed for the simulations of rea
tion ~1!–~4! is similar but not identical to the surface used
Ref. 7. After examining the MP2 level surface used in o
earlier work, we decided that there is reason to be conce
about the use of a single-configuration-based method. Th
fore, in this study, the surface was computed at the multic
figurational self-consistent-field~MCSCF! level of theory.
MCSCF theory was employed to facilitate a better treatm
of the two dominant electronic configurations that app
with similar amplitudes in regions where the entrance ch
nel and the exit channel connect. The atomic orbital ba
reported in Ref. 7, which was shown there to be capable
describing reasonably well the reaction energy profile, w
used in this work. However, because the overall reac
exothermicity is not adequately described at the MCS
level of theory used here, and because we are intereste
rotational and vibrational energy disposal~we wanted a sur-
face that reflected proper thermochemistry!, we decided to
~linearly! scale the MCSCFab initio PESs along the intrinsic
reaction coordinate~IRC! to obtain the correct 0.25 eV reac
tion exothermicity.

In the entrance channel, the IRC follows the we
defined and steep-sided streambed shown in Fig. 2 at larR
values. AsR decreases, a minimum is passed~corresponding
to Zn* weakly bound to an intact H2 molecule! after which
the H–H bond begins to break~this is what necessitates th
use of MCSCF methods!, the IRC turns sharply to the righ
in Fig. 2. Proceeding toward largerr, with R remaining
nearly constant, the IRC approaches the ‘‘seam’’ shown a
dark line in Fig. 2.

The seam isnot simply an arbitrary line dividing wha
we define as entrance and exit channels. Rather, it mark
region beyond which the asymmetric stretching motion
longer has positive curvature due to second-order Ja
Teller coupling. Beyond this seam, trajectories no longer
perience forces that act to retain both Zn–H bonds; rathe
the seam, the surface undergoes a qualitative change to
where the forces cause one Zn–H bond to spontaneo
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dissociate. This instability of the ZnH2 triplet surface makes
it, and the subsequent dynamics on it, qualitatively differ
than what is observed in otherA1H2→AH1H reactions
@e.g., the O(1D)1H2→OH1H reaction,12 which proceeds
through a similar insertive mechanism but via the very de
well on the ground-state surface corresponding to an int
but highly vibrationally excited, H2O molecule#.

It should be noted that the geometry in the seam reg
is much like Breckenridgeet al. had speculated—the Zn–H
bond length is near its equilibrium value~a bit elongated!
and the complex clearly has an ‘‘inserted’’ shape. Moreov
the H–H bond is nearly fully broken at the seam, as e
denced by the HZnH bond angle of;60°. This point will
play an important role in our later interpretation, which a
sumes that the zero-point energy contained in the H2, D2, or
HD molecule is released by the time the seam is reache

As mentioned earlier, theu dependence of the entranc
channel surface is given by an analytical potential. In p
ticular, we chose to represent this dependence in terms
local quadratic form in terms of cosu ~or, equivalently, in
terms of the difference between the distancesDr AB and
Dr AC between the Zn atomA and the two H atomsB andC!:

V~r ,R,u!5V 3B2S r ,R,u5
p

2 D1 1
4k~R!~Dr AB2Dr AC!2.

~7!

The asymmetric distortion force constantk(R), which de-
pends strongly on location along the IRC, was obtained

FIG. 2. Unscaled MCSCF entrance-channel potential energy surface
function of Jacobi (R,r ) coordinates. The contour lines are spaced by 0
Hartree~0.27 eV! and the zero of energy is the Zn~3P!1H2 asymptote. The
seam marked by the dark line divides regions where the asymmetric di
tion mode is positively curved~left and below the seam! from those where
it is unstable. The IRC is shown in the dashed line.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. The asymmetric distortion
force constant as a function ofR along
the IRC. The triangle function is used
for R,1.75 Å, and the open diamond
function is used forR.1.75 Å. The
ab initio computed force constants ar
shown in dots.
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0 Å
carrying outab initio MCSCF Hessian~i.e., analytical cur-
vature! calculations at 40 points along the IRC of the e
trance channel. The resultingk(R) force constant data wer
then fit to a functional form as shown in Fig. 3.

Clearly, at largeR, trajectories encounter very weak a
gular restoring forces consistent with nearly free rotation
the H2 molecule. AsR decreases along the IRC, much stro
ger angular forces arise, with the strongest forces arising
the region in Fig. 2 where the IRC begins to turn sharply
the right. These forces are due to the attractive interac
between the Zn atom’s 4p orbital and the H2 molecule’s
antibondingsu orbital, which prefer to be aligned parallel t
one another. When we examine individual trajectories, th
strong angular forces are observed to align the ZnH2 com-
plex into nearC2v geometries. AsR decreases further~i.e.,
as the IRC moves to longerr and approaches the seam regi
shown in Fig. 2!, the angular force constant falls off rapid
until, at the seam, it becomes negative, meaning that
complex no longer is stable atC2v symmetry. Once the seam
is crossed,k(R) goes to zero and the surface becomes
stable to loss of one H atom. From the seam onward, nei
the above angle-dependent function nor the tessellated
face depicted in Fig. 2 is used to calculate the PES and
gradients. Rather, we employ new Jacobi coordinates a
PES expressed in terms of these coordinates from the s
onward to products.

2. Exit channel

The exit-channel IRC is shown in Fig. 4, which displa
the PES at a value oft51.7 Å as a function of two of the
Jacobi coordinates~r and f!. We computed MCSCF ener
gies at a grid of points inr,f space witht held fixed att
51.7 Å to generate the 2D slice through the exit-chan
energy surface shown in Fig. 4. We repeated this serie
calculations at nine differentt values ranging fromt
51.4 Å to t52.2 Å spaced by 0.10 Å. When propagatin
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trajectories from the entrance to the exit channel a decis
must be made when the trajectory reaches the seam.
decision is which of the 2D slices to use in determining t
r, f dependence of the surface. We choose that slice wh
t value (t0) is closest to the value oft realized when the
trajectory reaches the seam

V~r,f,t!5V
3A8~r,f,t5t0!.

The gradients alongr and f are then computed using thi
particular 2D surface~until time evolution oft causes it to
achieve a value closer to another slice’st0 value after which
that sheet’s 2D surface is used!. The gradient of the PES
along t is approximated by taking the finite difference b
tween the potential at~r,f! for exit-channel slices havingt
values slightly less than and slightly larger than the curr
sheet’st0 value:

]V

]t
5

V
3A8~r,f,t5t i !2V

3A8~r,f,t5t j !

t i2t j .

Because thet spacing between sheets is only 0.10 Å, the
finite differences are found to yield reasonably smoo
changes in the forces alongt as evidenced by the lack of an
‘‘jerky’’ behavior in plots of the time dependence ofr, f,
and t ~see Sec. V A for an example!. Moreover, we exam-
ined graphs ofV(r,f,t) vs t, obtained from our nine slices
for many asymptotic values ofr andf. We found they did
not exhibit unusual jerks and that they resemble closel
plot of the Morse potential for an isolated ZnH diatom
molecule.

IV. INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR CLASSICAL
TRAJECTORIES

A. Linear coordinates, momenta, and weights

The initial distanceR of the Zn atom from the center o
mass of the hydrogenic diatomic was taken to be 4.5–5.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. Exit-channel energy surfac
for t51.7 Å. The contours are space
by 0.01 Hartree~0.27 eV! and, again,
the zero of energy is Zn(3P)1H2. The
line is the IRC connecting to the seam
on the entrance channel and movin
outward to ZnH1H products.
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in all trajectories~this is large enough to be in the asympto
region!. The initial relative momentumpR ~always negative
to simulate a collision! of the Zn and diatomic reactant wa
obtained from a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution of spee
at the experimental temperature of 350 K, with weight
4p(m̃/2pkT)3/2v2 exp(2m̃v2/2kT)Dv, wherev is the rela-
tive velocity alongR.

The initial distancer of the hydrogen diatom wa
sampled over a range between the inner and outer tur
points for the diatom in itsv50 vibrational level with a
weighing of ucv50(r )u2Dr . The initial vibrational momen-
tum pr of the diatom was then determined by using the bo
length r and conservation of energy:

pr
2/2m1VHH~r !51/2\~k/m!1/2.

Except at the turning points, both positive and negative v
ues forpr were selected, with a separate trajectory run
each case.

B. Angular coordinates, momenta, and weights

The impact parameterb was varied from 0.0 to61.5 Å
in units of 0.3 Å with a weighting factor of 2pb db; the
maximum impact parameter was determined by examin
when the reaction probability decreased sufficiently to ign
larger b values. The Zn atom’s angular coordinatea was
computed from cosa5b/R. Eachb value producesm̃Ṙb in
collisional angular momentum as a contribution to the to
initial angular momentum. The velocity corresponding to t
anglea is computed asȧ5Ṙb/R2.

The initial value of the hydrogen diatom’s phase angleb
was systematically varied from 0 top/2 for H2 and D2 and
from 0 to p for HD in units of 15°~these limiting values of
the angleb were chosen to avoid redundant simulation!.
The initial rotational angular velocitydb/dt was obtained
from the angular momentum of the hydrogen diato
(mr 2db/dt)5AJ(J11)\ for the diatom inJ50, 1, 2 ~for
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H2) andJ50, 1, 2 and 3~for HD and D2) and was allowed
to take on both positive and negative projections along
axis perpendicular to the molecular plane. The weig
associated with the rotational state was proportional
(2J11)exp@2BJ(J11)/kT#.

Although our methods for choosing initial conditions fo
our trajectories may not be as efficient as, for examp
Monte Carlo sampling or more sophisticated means13 of dis-
cretizing and sampling the ranges of coordinates and
menta values, because we use so many trajectories and
cause they are, in principle correct, our final results can
trusted.

V. RESULTS AND EXPLANATION OF ISOTOPE
EFFECTS

A. Sample trajectory

A sample reactive trajectory for Zn(3P) colliding with
H2 on the entrance-channel potential detailed above and
moving through the seam to the exit-channel surface~s!, also
described above, is shown in Fig. 5. The initial conditions
this trajectory have the Zn atom colliding with the H2 at the
most probable velocity for 350 K, with an impact parame
of 0.6 Å ~typical of many reactive trajectories!, with the H2

in the J51 rotational level, and, of course, with H2 in its v
50 vibrational level. The outcome of this simulation pr
duced a ZnH molecule inv51 and in theN56 rotational
level.

Although only one trajectory is shown in Fig. 5, it dis
plays characteristics seen in virtually all reactive trajector
that we have examined, and these characteristics w
heavily on the explanation that we put forth for the une
pected rotational isotope effects~see Sec. V C!. Therefore, it
is important to discuss some of the behavior seen in this
trajectory.

The time evolution of the H–H coordinate,r, and the
relative orientation angleu as well as that of the interfrag
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ment distanceR are shown on the left side of Fig. 5. As th
Zn atom begins to interact strongly with the H2 molecule, at
;t51750 a.u., the H–H bond suddenly begins to length
At this time, the trajectory is starting to move from the e
trance valley shown in Fig. 2~nearR51.8 Å, with the H–H
bond still intact atr 50.8 Å) toward the seam region wher
movement to the exit channel can occur~in Fig. 5, the exit
channel is accessed at;t52700 a.u.). The time evolution o
u5a1b is characteristic of free rotation~with small ȧ)
until ;t51100 a.u. Beyondt51100 a.u.,ȧ, which is nega-
tive, becomes large enough to reverse the sign ofu̇5ȧ

1ḃ. As t approaches and passes 1750 a.u., forces due t
approaching Zn atom causeu to ‘‘lock-in’’ at near C2v ge-
ometry ~i.e., u'270°) and to change very little with tim
beyondt52200 a.u.

Once the seam is reached,r is much longer than the
equilibrium H–H bond length~so this bond is essentiall

FIG. 5. Plots ofR, r, andu vs time~in a.u.; 1.0 a.u.52.418 89310217 s) up
to the seam and thenr, f, andt vs time.
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fully broken! and the ZnH2 complex has assumed a triang
lar ‘‘inserted’’ geometry as Breckenridgeet al. postulated.
Moreover, at the seam, the Zn–H distance is close to
equilibrium bond length~1.6 Å! of isolated ZnH (X2S1),
again as the experimentalists had suggested.

Once on the exit channel, the interfragment distancer,
grows monotonically indicating that the ZnH and H under
prompt fragmentation, while the Zn–H distancet undergoes
oscillation characteristic~at long time! of isolated ZnH vi-
bration ~n.b.,dt/dt is positivewhen the exit channel is firs
accessed!. The time dependence of the anglef, which, of
course, is related to therelative angular momenta of the
separating fragments, shows aninitial positive slope(df/dt
relates to angular momentum! that decreases somewhatas
time progresses and seems to reach a constant value at
time. We will have more to say about this angular veloc
below in Sec. V D where our model explaining the isoto
effects is put forth. For now, suffice it to say that the ch
acteristics detailed above are typical of all reactive trajec
ries and form much of the basis of our model.

B. Simulations’ rotational and vibrational population
data

Well over 200 000 trajectories were run to simulate
actions ~1!–~4! using the distributions of initial conditions
discussed earlier. In binning the rotational populations,
inferred an N value from the total asymptotic rotationa
energy14 Erot of the product ZnH or ZnD molecule usin
Erot5N(N11) B, whereB is the rotational constant of th
diatomic. ThisN ~noninteger! value is then rounded to th
nearest integer value to permit binning of that trajectory t
particularN. We then ‘‘smoothed’’ this distribution@denoted
P(N)# to obtain the final distributionsP̄(N) used in subse-
-

FIG. 6. Rotational populations for ZnH inv50 pro-
duced from H2 ~open circles! and from HD ~filled
circles!. The solid line is our digitization of the experi
mental ZnHv50 rotational distribution~from H2 or
from HD!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 7. Rotational populations for ZnH inv51 pro-
duced from H2 ~open boxes! and from HD ~filled
boxes!. The solid line is our digitization of the experi
mental ZnHv51 rotational distribution~from H2 or
from HD!.
w

a

. 1
a

lues
y,
is

he
i-
quent analysis. The particular smoothing expression that
used involves definingP̄(N)51/2 @P(N)11/2$P(N21)
1P(N11)%#.

Figures 6 and 7 show the distributions of rotation
populations for products in thev50 andv51 states of ZnH
and Figs. 8 and 9 give the distributions in thev50, andv
51 states of ZnD, when reactions~1!–~4! are simulated (v
52 ZnD data are not shown because of poor statistics!. As
was done for the experimental populations shown in Fig
the distributions were normalized so that the area under e
distribution is unity.
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1. ZnH from H 2 and from HD

As seen in Fig. 6, thev50 ZnH rotational distributions
from H2 and from HD have ‘‘cutoff values’’~19–20\! ~i.e.,
maximumN values that have any significant population! that
are very nearly the same and close to the experimental va
~19\! of Fig. 1. This indicates that the overall exothermicit
which plays a central role in determining these cutoffs,
correctly described in our simulations. Moreover, t
maxima in the simulations’ probability distributions are sim
lar for ZnH produced either from H2 or from HD, in line with
-

FIG. 8. Rotational populations for ZnD inv50 pro-
duced from D2 ~open circles! and from HD ~filled
circles!. The solid line is our digitization of the experi
mental ZnDv50 rotational distribution~from D2 or
from HD!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 9. Rotational populations for ZnD inv51 pro-
duced from D2 ~open boxes! and from HD ~filled
boxes!. The solid line is our digitization of the experi
mental ZnDv51 rotational distribution~from D2 or
from HD!.
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the~surprising! experimental finding. This maximum of 8\ is
3\ lower than the peak in the experimental plots~11\!
shown in Fig. 1.

The v51 ZnH results shown in Fig. 7 have a cutoff
both the H2 and HD simulations near 18\, which is in excel-
lent agreement with the experimental result. The peak in
v51 ZnH rotational distribution lies at;7\, which again is
;3\ below the experimental result.

2. ZnD from D 2 and from HD

The v50 ZnD simulation results shown in Fig. 8 sho
cutoff values of;25–26 and 26–29\ from D2 and HD, re-
spectively, while the experimental cutoff for both occurs
26\. The peaks in the simulations’ distributions are difficu
to evaluate due to scatter in the data; estimates ranging
10 to 12\ would be reasonable for ZnD, while the expe
mentalv50 ZnD data show a peak at 15\. The simulations’
HD distribution seems to be a bit wider than the D2 counter-
part.

Figure 9 shows thev51 ZnD simulation results which
display cutoffs at;23–25\ for both the ZnD product from
D2 and HD, while the experimental results show a cutoff
23\. The peaks in the distributions from the simulations
between 6 and 10\ while the experimental results show
peak at 11 or 12\.

C. Origins of product angular momentum

Because our simulated rotational profiles seem to rep
duce to a reasonable extent~but not quantitatively! the ex-
perimentally observed features that ZnH populations p
duced in reactions with H2 and with HD are nearly identical
as are ZnD populations from D2 and from HD, we decided to
interrogate our reactive trajectories in hopes of uncover
the physical origin of this result. Before discussing the res
of our interrogations, let us briefly examine various possi
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sources of product ZnH or ZnD rotational angular mome
tum. Because total angular momentum is conserved,
found in the ZnH or ZnD products must combine with th
taken away by the departing H or D atom~i.e., its angular
momentum relative to the center of mass of the nascent
atomic! to balance the angular momentum initially present
the collision.

1. Rotational, collisional, and electronic angular
momenta

All trajectories begin with angular momentum of thre
types. The H2, HD, or D2 molecules have rotational angula
momentum, but due to Boltzmann populations at the te
perature of the experiment, onlyJ50 – 3 are significantly
populated. So, at most, three units of angular momen
come from this source. The Zn* atom, which has one unit o
electronic angular momentum in itsP state, collides with the
hydrogen molecule over a distribution of impact paramet
~b! and with a distribution of collision speeds (v) character-
istic of 350 K. Using a speed determined at the maximum
the Maxwellian distribution and an impact parameterb
50.75 Å) equal to that for which many trajectories react
~equal to one half ofbmax), we compute collisional angula
momenta of;4\ for H2, 5\ for HD, and 6\ for D2.

2. Even the most constructive additions of these
angular momenta is not enough

These angular momenta can combine in either a c
structive or destructive sense~e.g., if the H2 is rotating clock-
wise, the collisional angular momentum may be clockwise
counter clockwise! to produce the totalinitial angular mo-
mentum. At most~i.e., for the most constructive case b
using the most probable collisional angular momenta!, one
obtains total initial angular momenta of 7\ for H2, 9\ for
HD, and 10\ for D2, all of which are substantially below th
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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angular momenta experimentally observed for the ZnH
ZnD products~see Fig. 1!. Hence,there must be anothe
source of product angular momentum.

3. All of the initial angular momentum cannot end up
in the ZnH product’s rotation

What is the fate of the initial angular momentum a
what other sources exist? We know from our analysis
reactive trajectories that, in the seam region of the entran
channel PES, the ZnH2 moiety is ‘‘locked into’’ a nearC2v
geometry. This implies thatall of the ;7–10\ of initial an-
gular momentum has evolved into rotational angular mom
tum of the entire ZnH2 species. If, after crossing the seam
the rotating ZnH2 suddenly breaks apart into an intact Zn
molecule and a departing H atom, only one half of thetotal
angular momentum would be carried off in rotation of t
ZnH diatom ~because all three atoms rotate about the m
lecular center of mass withidentical angular velocities!. In
the ZnHD case, only one third of the total angular mome
tum would depart with a nascent ZnH molecule, while tw
thirds would appear if ZnD is formed. It is experimental
observed that ZnH produced from ZnH2 and from ZnHD has
nearly identical rotational angular momenta, and that Z
produced from HD does not have only1

3/
2
35 1

2 the rotational
angular momentum of ZnD from HD. Moreover, as noted
the preceeding paragraph, even all of the angular momen
of the rotating ZnH2 complex is too small to account for th
angular momentum observed in the ZnH or ZnD produc
Hence,there must be more to this story than product dep
sition of initial collisional-plus-diatom angular momentum.

D. Physical model for „the rest of … the products’
angular momentum

In search of other sources of product angular mom
tum, we examined the nature of numerous reactive traje
ries as they crossed the seam in the entrance-channel
and observed that:

~1! most of theinternal motion ~i.e., velocity excluding
overall rotation! in the ZnHH complex resides indr/dt and
dr/dt is positive ~due largely to release of the zero-poi
vibrational energy in the H–H bond that is nearly fully br
ken when the seam is reached!,

~2! dR/dt is small and can be positive or negative, a
~3! du/dt is small~this is reflective of the HH rotationa

motion being ‘‘locked in’’!. Using the internal geometry o
the collision complex in the seam region~e.g.,R51.6 Å; r
52.4 Å), and drawing velocity vectors that character
large dr/dt, we were able to identify a potential source
significant angular momentum in the diatomic product~see
Fig. 10!.

1. Release of zero-point vibrational energy

Notice that the departing H atom~the one on the right in
Fig. 10! has a large component of its velocity alongr con-
sistent with prompt dissociation of the ZnH1H fragments,
and that its component perpendicular tor is such that the
anglef increases~i.e.,df/dt is positive!. Also, note that the
H atom involved in forming ZnH~the one on the left! has a
velocity vector with a large component (vH,per5vH sinx)
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perpendicular to the Zn–H axis whose length ist. This ve-
locity vector can generate angular momentum equal
mZnHtvH,per. Thus, our proposal for the source of the ad
tional angular momentum in the diatomic products is t
velocity of the separating H atoms that is converted both i
relative velocity of separation~for the departing H! and ZnH
rotation ~for the other H!.

Continuing to examine the above model, we specul
that the source of most of the velocitydr/dt is the release of
zero-point energy in the H–H molecule which, upon reac
ing the seam region, has its bond nearly broken. If this is
case, we should havedr/dt5(2DE/m)1/2 with DE
51/2\(k/m)1/2, the zero-point energy. So,dr/dt should be
proportional tom23/4. In the homonuclear cases, H2 and D2,
the velocity of the H or D atom is12dr/dt, but in the HD
case, the H atom’s velocity is23dr/dt and the D atom’s ve-
locity is 1

3dr/dt. Combining these facts, we can express h
drogen isotopic mass dependence of the rotational ang
momentum in terms of the equation:

Lz5mZn,H/DtvH/D sin x.

Recalling thatvH/D is proportional to (mHH/HD/DD)23/4 and
thatv is 1

2dr/dt for HH and for DD but involves1
3dr/dt and

2
3dr/dt for HD, we can compute the rotational angular m
menta appropriate to the four isotopic cases. These pre
tions ~which of course provide a single value for each iso
pic case, and thus relate most likely to the peaks in
distributions! are summarized in Table I.

The physical model in which the zero-point energy
the H2, D2, or HD molecule is converted into relative mo
tion ~outward! in the r coordinate, which then generate
torque on the newly formed ZnH or ZnD bond axis to ge
erate ~a major portion of! the products’ rotational angula
momentum, suggests according to Table I that the ZnH
tational angular momentum should be nearly the same~with

FIG. 10. Collision complex as it crosses the seam with largedr/dt ~desig-
nated by the velocity arrows on the two separating H atoms, each ha

velocity
1
2(dr/dt)). r is the Jacobi coordinate of the exit channel, the d

tance from the departing H atom to the center of mass of the nascent

TABLE I. PredictedLz values for four isotopic cases showing isotope ma
dependence.

Isotopic case Lz}(1/2,1/3,2/3)mZn,H/Dm23/4
HH/DD/HD

Numerical
valuea of Lz

ZnH from H2 1/2(1)(2)3/450.84 13\
ZnH from HD 2/3(1)(3/2)3/450.90 14\
ZnD from D2 1/2(2)(1)3/451.0 15\
ZnD from HD 1/3(2)(3/2)3/450.90 14\

aComputed usingLz5mZn,H/DtvH/D sinx with the velocity obtained from
the release of zero-point vibrational energy.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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a ratio of 0.84/0.9050.93) when H2 or HD is the reactant.
Likewise, the rotational angular momentum of ZnD from H
and from D2 should be nearly the same~with a ratio of
0.90/1.050.90). In both cases, the case in which D is t
departing atom should produce the~slightly! hotter rotational
profile in the diatomic.

2. Combining all sources of angular momentum

In summary, the following major generators of angu
momentum have been identified:~a! the collisional angular
momentum and the 1\ contributed by the Zn* atom~5–7\!,
~b! the initial rotational angular momentum of the hydr
genic diatomic~0–3\!, ~c! and the release of zero-point e

FIG. 11. Rotational populations for ZnH produced from H2 ~open circles!
and from HD~filled circles! in the seam region.
Downloaded 23 May 2003 to 155.101.19.15. Redistribution subject to A
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ergy into torque of the nascent ZnH or ZnD~13–15\!. All of
these sources of angular momentum can add constructi
or destructively. For example, if the ZnHH complex show
in Fig. 10 were rotatingclockwisewith 7\ of angular mo-
mentum~of which 3.5\ would end up in the nascent ZnH!,
release of zero-point energy wouldincrease to ;16.5\
(53.5\113\) the rotational angular momentum in the Zn
fragment. In contrast, if the ZnHH complex were rotatin
counter clockwisewith 7\ of angular momentum, release o
zero-point energy would produce ZnH rotating with 13\
23.5\510.5\ of angular momentum.

The overall result of combining these three sources
angular momentum is~a! a distribution of angular momenta
in the ~‘‘locked’’ ! ZnHH ~or ZnDD or ZnHD! complex of
;2\–10\ of which 1/2, 1/3, or 2/3 is available to the ZnH o
ZnD product molecule~so, only 1–7\ of product rotation
arises from this source!, and ~b! an additional amount of
product molecule angular momentum of;13–15\ generated
by release of zero-point energy, which can combine c
structively or destructively with the angular momentum
sourcea. The net result is a wide distribution of rotation
energies in the ZnH or ZnD products, but a distribution th
has a major contribution from the angular momentum gen
ated by release of zero-point energy.

3. Computer simulation test of the zero-point energy
release model

To further test the primary hypotheses on which t
above model is based, we examined, for the same ense
of reactive trajectories used to generate the rotational pro
shown earlier, the angular momentum of the ZnH and ZnD
the moment the trajectory first accesses the exit-channel
~i.e., once the seam shown in Fig. 2 is first crossed!. Figures
11 and 12 show these distributions for ZnH and ZnD, resp
tively. These distributions are not vibrational-state resolv
That is, they include contributions from all vibrational stat
m
FIG. 12. Rotational populations for ZnD produced fro
D2 ~open circles! and from HD ~filled circles! in the
seam region.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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and, as such, should be compared to the sums of Figs. 6
7 and 8 and 9 for ZnH and ZnD, respectively.

The data shown in Figs. 11 and 12 describe the ro
tional level the diatomic would occupy if all forces due to t
presence of the departing H or D atom were suddenly
moved once the exit channel is accessed. The differen
between the distributions of rotational angular moment
obtained in this limiting case and in our full simulations a
due to the influence of the departing atom on the nasc
diatomic.

The data depicted in Figs. 11 and 12 show that the
scent ZnH rotational angular momentum distributions fro
Zn reacting with H2 and with HD have very similar onset
~;5\!, cutoff values~;25–26\!, and peak values~16–17\!,
but, consistent with the model put forth above, the distrib
tion from HD is slightly hotter. Similarly, the nascent Zn
rotational distributions for the product produced from Zn
acting with D2 and HD have nearly identical onsets~;6\!,
cutoffs ~34\!, and peak values~;15–17\!, but again with
the products formed from D2 being slightly hotter.

When these nascent distributions are compared with
final rotational distributions obtained in our simulations, s
nificant differences are noted, but it is important to stress
the populations shown in Figs. 11 and 12 suggest the
~unexpected! characteristic of the experimental data and
our full simulations—that the rotational populations of Zn
from H2 and from HD are~nearly! the same and the distri
butions of ZnD from D2 and from HD are~nearly! the same.

The primary differences between the distributions of n
scent ZnH or ZnD and of experimental~or simulated! ZnH
or ZnD are: ~1! that the cutoffs shift to lower values~by
;6\! as trajectories move from the seam region to fo
products;~2! that the peak values also shift to lower value
and ~3! that the onsets shift all the way to 0\ for both ZnD
and ZnH.

The source of shifting~downward! in the cutoffs and
peaks as well as the broadening in the rotational profi
when moving from the seam region to the final products
the curvature or angle dependence of the exit-channel P
as shown in Fig. 4. Trajectories passing through the se
have: ~I! significant velocities alongr ~as discussed above!
that cause prompt fragmentation, and~II ! the nascent ZnH
and the departing H haverelativeangular momenta of oppo
site signs~i.e., the Zn–H bond moves in a sense opposite
the movement of the departing H atom although, as no
earlier, all three atoms are also rotating as a unit with
three atoms having the same angular velocities becaus
the initial collisional and diatomic angular momentum!.

Because of fact~II !, trajectories exiting the seam regio
and moving toward fragmentation possess positivedf/dt
and, hence, move toward largerf values on the exit-channe
PES~see Fig. 4!. As they move to largerf, they encounter
forces that drive them away from even higherf ~i.e.,
detorquing forces that keep the H–Zn–H moiety away fr
collinear geometries!. These forces thus reduce~and
broaden! the angular momentum in the product molecul
thus accounting for the differences between the rotatio
profiles of Figs. 11 and 12 and the experimental data.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Using classical trajectory simulations on anab initio
multiconfigurational potential-energy surface for the3B2 ~or
3A8) state of the Zn* (3P)1H2→ZnH~2S!1H reaction and a
local tessellation and interpolation scheme, we were abl
replicate much of the unusual results observed in the exp
mental ZnH and ZnD product rotational populations. Sub
quent interrogation of reactive trajectories suggests
muchof the product rotational angular momentum is gen
ated by release of the H2, D2, or HD zero-point energy nea
the triangular transition state, but significant contributio
also arise from initial rotation of the hydrogenic diatom a
collisional angular momentum. When the zero-point ene
is released, outward velocity along the H–H~or D–D or
H–D! axis both propels the departing hydrogenic atom o
ward and generates torque on the nascent Zn–H~or Zn–D!
bond, thereby producing rotational angular momentum.
trajectories move further on the exit-channel surface, so
of the angular momentum thereby generated is lost due
forces that act to push the departing atom and the nas
diatomic back toward triangular geometries.

A simple model, based on consuming all of the initi
zero-point energy to produce rotation in the product
atomic, predicts that the ZnH rotational angular moment
when H2 is the reactant should be nearly the same as w
HD is used~and that the ZnD angular momentum from D2

and from HD should be nearly identical!. Inclusions of initial
collisional-plus-diatomic rotational angular momentum fro
these broadens and shifts the product–molecule rotati
population profiles.
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